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y o u r  h o m e

Phoenix 

Create a home with Maison...  
The Maison suite is a chic contemporary sofa with comfortable cushions and a neat, refined design. 
choice of Aqua Clean and luxury fabrics.

Our sofas are hand crafted in the U.K. from the finest materials sourced across the world meeting environmental 
standards. All components in our furniture have been extensively tested for your peace of mind. Our Frames are 
constructed using hardwood, plywood and high density particle board and are glued and screwed for added 
stability and strength. 

3 Seater 2 Seater

Hand Crafted and finished to the highest standard

Frames assembly guaranteed for 15 years

Chair

H30  W90  D90

H94  W219  D102

H94  W101 D102

Please refer to care instructions supplied on the furniture for maintaining the life of your upholstery. 
All measurements are approximate.

H94  W186  D102

Feature Stool

Extensive choice of Aqua Clean and luxury fabrics

Feet available in a light, dark or chrome finish

Hollow pocketed fibre constructed backs

Seats sprung by high gauge serpentine springs

Backs supported by elasticated tensioned webbing

Feather filled lumber & scatter cushions included

Cuddler

H94  W141 D102

Feet Options

Light Wood Dark Wood Metal
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